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Introduction

Crowd-sourcing, the process of leveraging public participation in or contribution to a project or activity, is relatively new to academic research, and even more so to the humanities. However, at a time when the Web is transforming the way in which people collaborate and communicate, and is blurring boundaries between the spaces inhabited by the academic and non-academic worlds, it has never been more
important to examine the role that public communities are beginning to play in academic humanities research.

At the same time, digital research methods are starting to enter the mainstream of humanities research, and there are a number of initiatives addressing the conceptualisation and construction of research infrastructures that would support a shift from ad hoc projects and centres to an environment that is more integrated and sustainable. Such an environment will inevitably be distributed, integrating knowledge, services and people in a loosely-coupled, collaborative ‘digital social marketplace’.²

The question naturally arises as to where crowd-sourcing activities fit within this framework. More specifically, what contributions can public participants, and the communities to which they belong, make to a humanities research infrastructure, and conversely how can these participants and communities, and the academic researchers who make use of the knowledge and effort that they contribute, benefit from such participation? To begin to address these questions is one of the aims of this paper.

The paper is organised as follows: we begin by describing the context in which the work was carried out, and the methodology used. We then review a number of existing terminologies and typologies for crowd-sourcing and related concepts, and follow this with an analysis of the main motivations for engaging with crowd-sourcing, from both the volunteer’s and the academic’s points of view. Finally, we build upon this by presenting the outline of a framework for describing and analysing academic humanities crowd-sourcing projects, and use this framework of ‘primitives’ as a basis for exploring the potential relationships between various forms of crowd-sourcing activity and humanities research infrastructures.

**Background and Methodology**

The research described in this paper was mostly carried out as part of the *Crowd-sourcing Scoping Study* project (Ref. AH/J01155X/1), which ran for nine months from February-November 2012, and was funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council as part of its Connected Communities programme.

The study’s methodology had four main components:
• a literature review covering academic humanities research that has incorporated crowd-sourcing, research into crowd-sourcing as a method, and less formal outputs such as blogs and project websites.

• two workshops facilitating discussion between, respectively, humanities academics who have used crowd-sourcing, and contributors to crowd-sourcing projects;

• an online survey of contributors to crowd-sourcing projects, exploring their backgrounds, histories of participating in such projects, and motivations for doing so;

• interviews with academics and contributors.

The study does not claim to be comprehensive: there are bound to be important projects, publications, individuals and activities that have been omitted, and there is a strong UK and Anglophone focus on the activities studied. In particular, while the survey was widely publicised, it was self-selecting and makes no claim to being statistically representative; it functioned rather as a means of gathering qualitative information about contributors’ backgrounds and motivations.

Crowd-sourcing and related concepts

The term crowd-sourcing was coined in a Wired article by Jeff Howe,3 in which he draws a parallel between reducing labour costs by outsourcing to cheaper countries, and utilising ‘the productive potential of millions of plugged-in enthusiasts’. In an academic context, the term has developed from an economic focus to an information focus, in which this productive potential is used to achieve research aims. However, the term is problematic and requires further analysis.

It is first necessary to distinguish crowd-sourcing from some related concepts. It is broader and less easy to define than ‘citizen science’, which is commonly understood to refer to activities whereby members of the public undertake well-defined and (individually) small-scale tasks as part of larger-scale scientific projects.4 Another related concept is the ‘Wisdom of Crowds’,5 which holds that large-scale collective decision-making can be superior to that of individuals, even experts. Although academic crowd-sourcing can be about decision, the decisions involved are rarely as neatly packageable as those implied in the world of business, where the ‘good’ or ‘bad’ nature of a decision can be evaluated on the basis of
profitability. Such collective decision-making also lacks the elements of collaboration around activities conceived and directed for a common purpose that characterise crowd-sourcing as commonly understood.

Another important distinction is that between crowd-sourcing and ‘social engagement’. According to Holley, social engagement involves ‘giving the public the ability to communicate with us and each other’, and is ‘usually undertaken by individuals for themselves and their own purposes’, whereas crowd-sourcing ‘uses social engagement techniques to help a group of people achieve a shared, usually significant, and large goal by working collaboratively together as a group’. Holley also notes that crowd-sourcing is likely to involve more effort, and implies a level of commitment and participation that goes beyond casual interest, whereas social engagement is an extension of the kinds of online activities – Tweeting, commenting – that millions do on a daily basis anyway. In one way, this aligns crowd-sourcing with ‘citizen science’.

Indeed, Wiggins and Crowston develop this theme by highlighting a distinction between citizen science and community science, and stating as a key ingredient of the former that it is not self-organising and ‘does not represent peer production ... because the power structure of these projects is usually hierarchical’. A fundamental aspect of citizen science is thus that the goal is defined by a particular person or group (almost always as part of a professional academic undertaking), and the participants (recruited through an open call) provide some significant effort towards achieving that goal.

However, the different intellectual traditions of the sciences and the humanities embrace, and are embraced by, different kinds of non-academic community. Indeed, as Trevor Owens has noted, most successful crowd-sourcing activities in the humanities and cultural sectors are not really about crowds at all, in the sense of ‘large anonymous masses of people’, but are about ‘participation from interested and engaged members of the public’. While a crowd-sourcing project may have the capacity for involving large numbers of people, in many cases only a few contributors end up being actively engaged, and these contribute a large percentage of the work. While there may be a centralised recruitment process, at this level the body of contributors is self-organising and self-selecting.
A number of attempts have been made to identify the key characteristics, or to formulate a typology, of crowd-sourcing and related activities. Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-de-Guevara identify eight characteristics, distilled from 32 distinct definitions identified in the literature: the crowd; the task at hand; the recompense obtained; the crowdsourcer or initiator of the crowdsourcing activity; what is obtained by crowdsourcing process; the type of process; the call to participate; and the medium. This extremely processual definition is comprehensive in identifying stages that map easily to business processes.

For the humanities, the ‘type of process’ is both more significant and more problematic, given the great diversity of processes in the creation of humanities research material. A more task-oriented approach is taken by Wiggins and Crowston, who construct a typology for ‘citizen science’ activities, identifying five areas of application: Action, Conservation, Investigation, Virtual, and Education. The factors that lead to an activity being assigned to a category are multivariate, and the identification of the categories was based on whether there is an occurrence in a category or not, rather than frequency of those occurrences. The coverage is therefore extremely broad; ‘Action’, for example, covers self-organising citizen groups that use web technologies to achieve a common purpose, often to do with campaigns on local issues. Moreover, the use of the word ‘science’ (at least in the usual Anglophone sense) confines the activities reviewed (in terms of both the methods and the content) to a particular epistemic bracket, which inevitably excludes some aspects of humanities research.

One widely-quoted set of definitions for citizen science projects was presented by Bonney et al. This divided the field into three broad categories: contributory projects, in which members of the public, via an open call, contribute along lines that are tightly defined and directed by scientists; collaborative projects, which have a central design but to which members of the public contribute data, and may also help to refine project design, analyze data, or disseminate findings; and co-created projects, which are designed by scientists and members of the public working together and for which at least some of the public participants are actively involved in the scientific process. This approach shares important characteristics with the ‘task type’ described below, in that it is rooted in the complexity of the task, and the amount of initiative and independent analysis required to make a contribution.

The Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums (hereafter GLAM) sectors have in particular seen efforts to develop crowd-sourcing typologies. One such typology has been proposed by Mia Ridge in a blog
post, and includes the following categories: Tagging, Debunking (i.e. correcting/reviewing content), Recording a personal story, Linking, Stating preferences, Categorizing, and Creative responses. Again, these categories imply a processual approach, concerning the type of task being carried out, and are potentially extensible across different types of online and physical content and collections.

Another typology from the GLAM domain was developed by Oomen and Aroyo. Their categories include Correction and Transcription, defined as inviting users to correct and/or transcribe outputs of digitisation processes (a category that Ridge’s ‘Debunking’ partially, but not entirely, covers); Contextualisation, or adding contextual knowledge to objects, by constructing narratives or creating User Generated Content (UGC) with contextual data; Complementing Collections, which is the active pursuit of additional objects to be included in a collection; Classification, defined as the gathering of descriptive metadata related to objects in a collection (Ridge’s ‘Tagging’ is a subset of this); Co-curation, which is using inspiration/expertise of non-professional curators to create (Web) exhibits (somewhat analogous to the co-created projects of Bonney et al., but more task-oriented); and Crowdfunding, or the collective cooperation of people who pool their money and other resources together to support efforts initiated by others. Ridge explicitly rejects crowdfunding as a component of crowd-sourcing.

These typologies from the GLAM world perhaps represent best the different crowd-sourcing activities examined by the study, although such lists of categories do not reflect fully the complexity of the situations encountered. Instead, we propose a typology that is orientated along four distinct, although inter-dependent, facets, as described in Crowd-sourcing and research infrastructures below.

Motivations

Motivations of participants

Overview

Most studies have concluded that crowd-sourcing contributors typically do not have a single motivation; our own survey indicated overwhelmingly (79%) that the contributors who responded have both personal and altruistic motivations. However in many cases it is possible to identify a dominant motivating factor,
which is almost always concerned directly with the activity’s subject area. In an analysis of 207 forum posts and interview responses for example, the Galaxy Zoo project found that the top motivations were an interest in astronomy (39%), a desire to contribute (13%) and a concern with the vastness of the universe (11%).\(^{17}\) A study of volunteers for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s Nesting Beach Survey found that concern for turtle conservation was the overwhelming motivating factor.\(^{18}\)

Moreover, studies of the motivations of the contributors to academic crowd-sourcing projects have emphasised personal interest in the subject area concerned, and the opportunities provided to exercise that interest and to engage with people who share it, without material benefit. Such interest is usually concerned with the outcome, but it can also be in the process, or some combination of both. For example, in her 2009 assessment of volunteers to the TROVE project, Holley notes that ‘a large proportion was family history researchers’, who were highly motivated and had ‘a sense of responsibility towards other genealogists to help not only themselves but other people where possible’.\(^{19}\) In general, it may be said that research into crowd-sourcing motivations suggests a clear primary, although not exclusive, focus on the subject or activity area, and that motivations can be personal or altruistic, and extrinsic or intrinsic.

**Rewards**

For the most part, crowd-sourcing projects do not reward their contributors directly in material or professional terms, and conversely contributors to crowd-sourcing projects are not subject to discipline (in either sense) or sanction in the way that members of conventionally-configured research projects are. Indeed, it is clear that the motivations of participants in academic crowd-sourcing tend to be intrinsic to the activity. However, we may regard more indirect benefits as constituting a form of reward: the fulfilment of an interest in the subject; personal gains such as skills, experience or knowledge; some form of status; or a feeling of gratification.

In our survey, contributors mentioned a number of skills gained, including general IT competencies, such as editing wikis and using Skype for distributed collaboration, as well as specialised skills such as TEI encoding. Many contributors gained domain knowledge, for example through the opportunity to edit historical documents (ships’ histories) resulting from participation in the Old Weather project. This project showed that the domain interests of the participants can differ from those of the project team, which in this
case is solely interested in those parts of the documents being transcribed that relate to climate history, whereas several contributors became interested in the histories of individual ships, and in addressing niches of history that had been hitherto unexplored. Participants can also pick up a basic grounding in research methods of collation, synthesis and analysis in the area of interest to them.

Less concrete benefits also function as rewards. It was frequently noted that some form of ‘feedback loop’, through which a participant is informed that their contributions were correct and valuable, is a very important motivating factor for engaging with crowd-sourcing projects, and conversely that a lack of feedback can be very frustrating and discouraging to the participant. Feedback also plays a key role in building a sense of community, and making participants feel that they have a stake in the project. For complex tasks, feedback may also be a necessary part of improving volunteers’ work practices, as in Transcribe Bentham. This feedback can be immediate and specific to an individual contribution – for example, participants in the British Library’s Georeferencer project (BLG), who could see the results of their work immediately – or it can be deferred and cumulative, for example by means of rankings.

Contributors may receive various ‘social’ rewards, for example through rankings, increased standing in the crowd-sourcing community, or (in the case of Galaxy Zoo) being credited and named in publications. Similarly, contributors may be subjected to social sanctions, such as banning (e.g. removal of pages or blocking of accounts on Wikipedia), which can adversely affect their reputation and enjoyment, and may even in rare cases reflect on their professional standing.

As well as simple feedback interactions between the project and an individual user, the ability to interact with other participants, for example via a project forum, is an extremely important motivation. Such project-based social networks are used both for ‘exchanging chit-chat’ and for discussing and sharing information on the practical and technical issues raised, and can foster a sense of community among the participants that can extend beyond the immediate activities of the project itself. A good example of this is the Old Weather forum, which contains exchanges among participants that are indicative of a high degree of collaborative, communal working in addressing problems that arise during the process. The importance of forums was also noted by participants in Transcribing Bentham and British Library Georeferencer.
Gamification

Some approaches have emphasised the importance of tasks being enjoyable, and have focused on the development of games for crowd-sourcing of different kinds. Prestnopnik and Crowston discuss the role of games, and in particular possible approaches to creating an application for crowd-sourced natural history taxonomy classification using design science.\(^{24}\) The Bodiam Castle project provides an example of the potential for games in the context of archaeological analysis of buildings, although this had a greater emphasis on visualisation than on competition.\(^{25}\)

However, Prestnopnik and Crowston also note that ‘gamification’ can act as a disincentive to contributors who have expert knowledge or deep interest in the subject.\(^{26}\) Gamification can also be a barrier for users who simply want to engage with the assets or processes in question, and can trivialise the process of acquiring or processing data.\(^{27}\) In their analysis of The Bird Network project, in which gathered data about the use of bird-boxes by birds, which was then shared with the scientific team, Brossard et al. note that participants’ interest in ornithology was likely to overshadow awareness of scientific process,\(^{28}\) and thus stymie efforts by the Lab to contribute to scientific awareness and education.\(^{29}\)

Competition

Although very few participants in our survey admitted to being motivated by competition with each other, among those who attended our workshop competition featured strongly as a factor, although this should be qualified by the fact that those present tended to be ‘super contributors’, who are likely to feel more competitive than those in the ‘long tail’ of the crowd.

For many projects it is possible to track individual participant’s contributions and to acquire statistics on contributions, and in such cases projects can establish ‘leader boards’ indicating which participants have made the biggest contributions (in whatever terms the project is using). For example, the British Library’s Georeferencer project displayed the handles of the users who processed the most maps, and the ‘winner’ was invited to meet the Library’s head of cartography. The Old Weather project also encouraged competition by assigning roles to contributors based on the number of pages transcribed.
However, in order for competition to be a significant motivating factor, the tasks and their outcomes must be sufficiently quantifiable to allow mutual comparison; matters can become complex when tasks are not comparable directly. For example, in BLG some maps were more complex than others, and the team felt that this affected the meaningfulness of comparing the effort needed to georeference them. Where more creative or interpretive outputs are being created, this lack of commensurability is a still greater issue, and there may even be conflicts between outputs; simple rankings seem inappropriate to such scenarios.

In any case, the encouragement of competition should not be at the cost of alienating potential participants who are not by nature competitive, nor of favouring speed and volume at the expense of quality and care. Indeed, competition can be defined not just in this quantitative sense; volunteers may compete to produce more high-quality work, although in the absence of metrics this can amount to competing only against oneself. Note also that competition is not incompatible with a sense of common purpose; for example, Old Weather participants often ‘feel like part of the ship’ on which they are working.

**Motivations of academics**

At least part of the success of Galaxy Zoo and other Zooniverse projects is that they catered to clear and present academic needs. In the case of Galaxy Zoo itself, the assets – photographs of galaxies – were far too numerous to be examined individually by any research team, and the task – the classification of those galaxies – was not one that could be performed by computer software, although for the most part could be carried out by a person without specialist expertise. Quite simply, this is work that could not have been carried without large-scale public engagement and participation.

Most cases where humanities academics have engaged with crowd-sourcing have been driven by specific research questions or the need for a particular resource. For example, the Transcribe Bentham project was motivated by the fact that 40,000 folios of Bentham’s work were untranscribed, and thus these valuable primary sources were inaccessible to people researching eighteenth or nineteenth century thought. BLG was motivated by the desire to make its map collections more searchable and thus more exploitable. In Old Weather, researchers were motivated by the desire to be able to use information contained within the assets to explore historic weather patterns, although these motivations may not necessarily be shared by the participants. Although the research motivations are various, the key
characteristic leading the project to use crowd-sourcing is that each involves tasks that a computer could not carry out, and that a research team could only do only with prohibitively large resources.

Note however, during the initial six-month testing period of the project, the rate of volunteer transcription compared unfavourably with that of professional researchers,\textsuperscript{33} possibly due to the complexity of the material and the difficulty of Bentham’s handwriting. There was also an extremely high moderation overhead, with significant staff time needed to validate the outputs and provide feedback to the contributors. Since then, the volunteer transcription rate has improved significantly, so there is potential for avoiding significant costs in the future.\textsuperscript{34} However, this example can serve as a warning against assumptions that crowd-sourcing provides free labour.

Other researchers, particularly those in the GLAM sector, see crowd-sourcing as a means of filling gaps in the coverage of their collections,\textsuperscript{35} as it can be an effective way of obtaining information about assets (or the assets themselves) to which only certain members of the public have access, for example through personal or family connections. However, in order to be usable for academic purposes, a degree of curation is required, and this may involve expert input.

It is clear that public engagement and community building is frequently an unintentional by-product of crowd-sourcing projects. In some cases it is seen as an explicit motivation, with the aim of encouraging public engagement with scholarly archives and research, and thus increasing the broader impact of academic research activities.\textsuperscript{36}

**Crowd-sourcing and research infrastructures**

**A conceptual framework for crowd-sourcing**

One of the outcomes of our study is a typology for crowd-sourcing in the humanities, which brings together the earlier work cited in Section 2 with the experiences and processes uncovered during the study. It does not seek to provide an alternative set of categories specifically for the humanities, in competition with those considered above. Rather, we propose a model for describing and understanding crowd-sourcing projects in the humanities by analysing them in terms of four key facets – asset type,
process type, task type, and output type – and of the relationships between them, and in particular by observing how the applicable categories in one facet are dependent on those in other facets.

Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the four facets and their interactions.

- A process is composed of tasks through which an output is produced by operating on an asset. It is conditioned by the kind of asset involved, and by the questions that are of interest to project stakeholders (both organisers and volunteers) and can be answered, or at least addressed, using information contained in the asset.
- An Asset refers to the content that is, in some way, transformed as a result of processing by a crowd-sourcing activity.
- A task is an activity that a project participant undertakes in order to create, process or modify an asset (usually a digital asset). Tasks can differ significantly as regards the extent to which they require initiative and/or independent analysis on the part of the participant, and the difficulty with which they can be quantified or documented. The task types were identified the aim of categorising this complexity, and are listed below in approximately increasing order.
- The output is what is produced as the result of applying a process to an asset. Outputs can be tangible and/or measurable, but we make allowance also for intangible outcomes, such as awareness or knowledge etc.

Error! Reference source not found.–Error! Reference source not found. list the categories that the study identified under each facet; these are based for the most part on an examination of existing crowd-sourcing practice, so it is to be expected that the lists will be extended and/or challenged by future work. Detailed descriptions of each category may be found in the report by Dunn and Hedges; in the rest of this paper, we examine the framework specifically in relation to humanities research infrastructures.

From crowd-sourcing primitives to research infrastructures

Rather than attempting to map the elements of this crowd-sourcing framework to specific infrastructures or infrastructural components, we note instead that it may be thought of as a framework of ‘primitives’, in a
sense analogous to that of ‘scholarly primitives’. Scholarly primitives may be defined as ‘basic functions common to scholarly activity across disciplines’, and they provide a conceptual framework for classifying scholarly activities. Given the diversity of humanities research, it is not surprising that there are various sets of candidates – in addition to Palmer et al. there are, for example, Unsworth, Benardou et al. and Anderson et al. – and such a structure has in particular been used as a framework for conceptualising and developing infrastructure for supporting humanities research. The process facet in particular may be regarded as providing a set of primitives in this sense, and the output type composite digital collection with multiple meanings may in particular be regarded as a form of humanities ‘research object’, in the sense used by Bechhofer et al. and Blanke and Hedges.

Of course, the categorisation into primitives described above is quite different to those in the works cited; this is only to be expected, as it represents the activities of quite different stakeholders, namely interested members of the public rather than professional scholars (although of course one person can play different roles in different circumstances). In particular, there is a greater emphasis on creating or enhancing digital assets in some way, rather than using these assets in research (although again these activities can overlap. For the remainder of this paper, we will look in more detail at each of the process types in turn, using specific examples examined by the study with a view to seeing how crowd-sourcing can contribute effectively to humanities research infrastructures.

**COLLABORATIVE TAGGING**

**Collaborative tagging** may be regarded as crowd-sourcing the organisation of information assets by allowing users to attach tags to those assets. Tags can be based on existing controlled vocabularies, but are more usually derived from free text supplied by the users themselves. Such ‘folksonomies’ are distinguished from deliberately designed knowledge organisation systems by the fact that they are self-organising, evolving and growing as contributors add new terms. It is possible to extract more formal vocabularies from folksonomies.

Collaborative tagging can result in two concrete outcomes: it can make a corpus of information assets searchable using keywords applied by the user pool, and it can highlight assets that have particular significance, as evidenced by the number of repeat tags they are accorded by the pool. Research in this
area has examined the patterns and information that can be extracted from folksonomies. Golder found that patterns generated by collaborative tagging are, on the whole, extremely stable, meaning that minority opinions can be preserved alongside more highly replicated, and therefore mainstream, concentrations of tags.\textsuperscript{46} Other research has shown that user-assigned tags in museums may be quite different from vocabulary terms assigned by curators, and that relating tags to controlled vocabularies can be very problematic,\textsuperscript{47} although it could be argued that this allows works to be addressed from a different perspective than that of the museum’s formal documentation. In any case, such approaches to knowledge organisation are likely to play a significant part in the organisation of humanities data in the future.

An example is the BBC’s YourPaintings project,\textsuperscript{48} developed in collaboration with the Public Catalogue Foundation, which has amassed a collection of photographs of all paintings in public ownership in the UK. The public is invited to apply tags to these, which both improves discovery and enables the creation of an aggregation of specialised knowledge.

A more complex example is provided by the Prism project.\textsuperscript{49} Collaborative tagging typically assumes that the assets being tagged are themselves stable and clearly identifiable as distinct objects. Prism allowed readers to highlight significant areas of a text and apply tags to them, and thus build up a collective interpretation of the text. Unlike many humanities crowd-sourcing activities, such as transcribing texts according to well-defined procedures, which have identifiable completions, interpretation can go on indefinitely, and there are no right or wrong answers.

**LINKING**

*Linking* covers the identification and documentation of relationships (usually typed) between individual assets. Most commonly, this takes the form of linking via semantic tags, where the tags describe binary relationships, in which case it is analogous to collaborative tagging. In principle, this could also include the identification of n-ary relationships.

**TRANSCRIBING**

Transcribing is currently one of the most prominent areas of humanities crowd-sourcing, as it can be used to address a fundamental problem with digitisation, namely the difficulty of rendering handwriting into machine-readable form using current technology. Typically, such transcription requires the human eye
and, in many cases, human interpretation. In terms of our typology, the output of a transcribing process will typically be transcribed text.

Two projects have contributed significantly to this prominence: Old Weather (OW) and Transcribe Bentham (TB). OW involved the transcription of ships’ log-books held by The National Archives, in order to obtain access to the weather observations they contain, information that is of major significance for climate research.\(^{50}\) TB encouraged volunteers to transcribe and engage with unpublished manuscripts by the philosopher and reformer Jeremy Bentham, by rendering them into text marked up using TEI XML.\(^{51}\)

The collaborative model needed for successful crowd-sourced transcription depends on the complexity of the source material. Complex material, such as these two cases, requires a high level of support, whether from the project team or a participant’s peers. Simpler material is likely to require less support; for example, when transcribing the more structured data found in family records,\(^{52}\) the information (text or integers) to be transcribed is presented to the user in small segments – e.g. names, dates, addresses – and transcription requires different cognitive processes that are less dependent on interaction with peers and experts.

Note that this category includes marked-up transcriptions, e.g. using TEI XML, as well as simple transcription of characters. There will be a point however at which the addition of semantic mark-up will go beyond mere transcription, and will count as a form of collaborative tagging or linking, and the output will typically be enhanced text.

**CORRECTING/MODIFYING CONTENT**

While content is increasingly ‘born digital’, projects for digitising analogue material abound. Many mass-digitisation technologies, such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and speech recognition, can be error-prone, and any such enterprise needs to factor in quality control and error correction, which can make use of crowd-sourcing.

The TROVE project, which produced OCR-ed scans of newspapers from the Australian National Archives, is an excellent example of this.\(^{53}\) The volume of digitised material precluded the corrections being undertaken by the Archive’s its own staff, and using uncorrected text would have significantly reduced the benefits of digitisation, as search capability would have been very restricted.
Another potential application in this category is for correcting automated transcriptions of recorded speech, as such transcription is currently highly error-prone, with error rates of 30% or more.  

**RECORDING AND CREATING CONTENT**

Processes in this category frequently deal with ephemera and intangible cultural heritage. The latter covers any cultural manifestation that does not exist in tangible form; typically, crowd-sourcing is used to document such heritage through a set of processes and tasks, resulting in some form of tangible output. The importance of preserving intangible cultural heritage has been recognised by the UN, and the ways in which this can be documented and curated by distributed communities is an important area for future research.

Frequently this takes the form of a cultural institution soliciting memories from the communities it serves, for example the Tenbury Wells Regal Cinema’s *Memory Reel* project. Such processes can incorporate a form of editorial control or post hoc digital curation, and their outputs can be edited into more formal publications. Another example is the Scottish Words and Place-names (SWAP) project, which gathered words in Scots, determining which words were in current use and where/how they were used, with the ultimate aim of offering selected words for inclusion in the Scottish Language Dictionaries resource. Candidate words were gathered via the project website as well as via social media – Facebook in particular was an important venue for developing conversations around the material – and words that the project felt were suitable were passed to lexicographers for further scrutiny.

By ephemera, we understand cultural objects that are tangible, but are at risk of loss because of their transitory nature, for example home videos or personal photographs. There are a number of project addressing such assets, for example the Europeana 1914-1918 project, which is collecting digitised personal artefacts relating to the First World War.

The ubiquity of the Web, and access to content creation and digitisation technologies, has led to the creation of non-professionally curated online archives. These have a clear role to play in enriching, augmenting and complementing collections held by memory institutions, and in developing curatorial narratives independent from those of library and archive professionals. Processes in this category are also likely to have elements of the ‘social engagement’ model, in terms of Holley’s distinction.
COMMENTING, CRITICAL RESPONSES AND StATING PREFERENCES

Processes of this type are likely to count as crowd-sourcing only if there is some specific purpose around which people come together. One example of this is the Shakespeare’s Global Communities project, which captured audience responses to the 2012 World Shakespeare Festival, with the aim of investigating how ‘social networking technologies reshape the ways in which diverse global communities connect with one another around a figure such as Shakespeare’. The question provides a focus for the activity, which, although not itself producing an academic output, provides a dataset for addressing research questions on the modern reception of Shakespeare.

 Appropriately managed blogs can provide a platform for focused scholarly interactions of this type. For example, a review by Sonia Massai of King Lear on the Year of Shakespeare site attracted controversial responses, leading to an exchange about critical methods as well as content. What differentiates such exchanges from amateur blogging is the scholarly focus and context provided by the project, and its proactive directing of content creation. The project thus provides a tangible link between the crowd and the subject.

CATEGORISING

Categorising involves assigning assets to predefined categories; it differs from collaborative tagging in that the latter is unconstrained.

CATALOGUING

Cataloguing – or the creation of structured, descriptive metadata – is a more open-ended process than categorising, but is nevertheless constrained to following accepted metadata standards and approaches. It frequently includes categorising as a sub-activity, e.g. by LoC subject headings.

Cataloguing is a time- and resource-consuming process for many GLAM institutions, and crowd-sourcing has been explored as a means of addressing this. For example, the What’s the Score project at the Bodleian investigated a cost-effective approach to increasing access to music scores from their collections through a combination of rapid digitisation and crowd-sourcing descriptive metadata.
Cataloguing is related to contextualising, as ordering, arraying and describing assets will also make explicit some of their context.

**CONTEXTUALISING**

Contextualising is typically a more broadly-conceived activity than the related process types of cataloguing or linking, and it involves enriching an asset by adding to it or associating with it other relevant information or content.

**GEOREFERENCING**

Georeferencing is the process of establishing the location of un-referenced geographical information in terms of a modern coordinate system such as latitude and longitude. Georeferencing can be used to enrich geospatial assets – datasets or texts, including maps, gazetteers or travelogues, that refer to locations on the earth’s surface – that do not include such explicit information.

A major example of crowd-sourcing activity in this area is the British Library Georeferencer project, which aimed to ‘geo-enable’ historical maps in its collections by asking participants to assign spatial coordinates to digitised map images, a task that would have been too labour-intensive for Library staff to undertake themselves. Once georeferenced, the digitised maps are searchable geographically due to the inclusion of latitude and longitude coordinates in the metadata.  

**MAPPING**

Mapping (in the sense of this typology) refers to the process of creating a spatial representation of some information asset(s). This could involve the creation of map data from scratch, but could also be applied to the spatial mapping of concepts, as in a ‘mind map’. The precise sense will depend on the asset type to which mapping is being applied.

There is an important distinction between maps and related geospatial assets created by expert organisations, such as the Ordnance Survey, and those created by community-based initiatives. The former may have the authority of a governmental imprimatur, and the distinction of official endorsement. However, the recent emergence of crowd-sourced geospatial assets – a product of the recent global growth in the ownership of hand-held devices with the ability to record location using GPS – has led to
the emergence of resources such as Open Street Map, which has in turn led to a discussion about the reliability of such resources. In general, it has been found that Open Street Map in particular is extremely reliable, but that the specifications for such resources must be carefully defined. The impact of Open Street Map on the cartographic community generally has been noted. The importance of mapping as a means of convening spatial significance means that this kind of asset is particularly open to different discourses, and possibly conflicting narratives. The digital realm, with its potential for accommodating multiple, diverse, contributions and interpretations, holds great potential for such material.

**TRANSLATING**

This covers the translation of content from one language to another. In many cases, a crowd-sourced translation will require a strongly collaborative element if it is to be successful, given the semantic interdependencies that can occur between different parts of a text. However, in cases where a large text can be broken up naturally into smaller pieces, a more independent mode of work may be possible; for example, Suda On-Line, which is translating the entries in a 10th Century Byzantine lexicon/encyclopaedia. A more modern, although non-academic, example is the phenomenon of ‘fansubbing’, where enthusiasts provide subtitles for television shows and other audiovisual material.

**Conclusions**

One of the main conclusions of our study is that research involving humanities crowd-sourcing can best be framed and understood through an analysis in terms of four fundamental facets – asset type, process type, task type, and output type – and of the relationships between them. Depending on the activity in question, and what it aims to do, some categories, or indeed some facets, will have primacy. Outputs might be original knowledge, or they might be more ephemeral and difficult to identify: however, considering the processes of both knowledge and resource creation as comprising of these four facets gives a meaningful context to every piece of research, publication and activity we have uncovered in the course of this review. We hope the lessons and good practice we have identified here will, along with this typology, contribute to the development of new kinds of humanities crowd-sourcing in the future.
Significantly, we have determined that most humanities scholars that have used crowd-sourcing as part of some research activity agree that it is not simply a form of ‘cheap labour’ for mass digitisation or resource enhancement; indeed, in a narrowly cost-benefit sense it does not always compare well with more conventional mechanisms of digitisation. In this sense, it has truly left its economic roots, as defined by Howe (2006), behind. The creativity, enthusiasm and alternative foci that communities outside that academy can bring to academic research is a resource that is now ripe for tapping into, and the examples above illustrate the rich variety of forms that this tapping can take.

We have noted the similarity between some aspects of our typology and the concept of the ‘scholarly primitive’, which has proved valuable in humanities e-research for providing a conceptual framework of fundamental building blocks for describing scholarly activities and modelling putative research infrastructures for the humanities. We have used this relationship to investigate how crowd-sourcing activities falling under various process types can contribute effectively to such research infrastructures.
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Figure 1: Typology framework
### Table 1: Process Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correcting/modifying content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording and creating content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commenting, critical responses and stating preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataloguing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georeferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geospatial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical or statistical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephemera and intangible cultural heritage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Asset Types**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configurational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Task Types
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribed text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribed music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge/awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite digital collection with multiple meanings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Output Types**